
Good evening welcome to the black conservative voice with 
 David Colbert here on the CTM news network the voice of truth.
We have a special guest today MISS OLA HAWATMA, we’re going to begin a 
little bit about sharing a little bit about her and also the  District that she will 
be representing after she’s representing New York she will be representing 
New York’s 19th congressional district in November 2020.
She will be elected, i’m predicting, we hope and pray that she is because we 
do need a republican in that area.

After redistricting in 2012. The 19th district comprised of al, all of Colombia 
Delaware Green Ostego,  I don’t know i pronounced this, Schohera Sullivan 
Ulster counties and parts of Broome Duchess and Montgomery and we’re 
Nessler Counties these names. 

The 19th district borders Vermont Massachusetts Connecticut to the East 
and Pennsylvania to the Southwest. Democrat president Barack Obama 
won the new district by 6.2 percent in 2012, while Republican Donald 
Trump won the district by 6.8, in 2016. And from 2003 to 2013 the. The 19th 
district was composed uh okay let’s move on um olong uh is running for as 
i said earlier for the The 19th congressional district in New York City she is 
endorsed by the National Rifle Association the New York State Conservative 
Party and the New York State Troopers PBA,  the National Pro-Life Alliance, 
2a Sanctuary and the Kingston Officers.  Ola is a business owner, designer, 
philanthropist and conservative activist, as the daughter of Christian 
Immigrants from Jordan. She has a unique understanding of what it means 
to pursue the American Dream and she’s running for Congress to ensure that 
the Freedoms and ideas that make our country great are preserved for the 
generations to come.

Ola has been recognized as a top local female business owner and most as 
the most influential woman she founded her first company in 2004.

Mom me makeover a company that specializes in makeovers to help others 
look good inside and out.

Now let us welcome Ola Hawatma. 

Hi well i’m running this campaign as a write-in i’m running this campaign as 
a write-in and it’s like no other campaign you probably ever seen i have 



farmers small business owners. I have a lot of people in the district who have 
recognized they have a voice here’s someone that believes in them okay you 
know we had primary night i won here comes absentee ballots there are 8 
000 missing ballots i support the party and i told them i support them but 
when i’m hearing crickets come back to me that to me says that the district is 
being neglected people’s questions are being answered people are not being 
addressed and i cannot turn around and say okay i’m not here to help no i’m 
gonna do everything i can right now we have an army out there because 
there’s a war on our hands and we cannot give up and i will not give up um 
and so i’m praying that we do win i have a lot of supporters from county to 
county and we are out there knocking on doors putting up signs um doing 
things that not just like a typical campaign this is straight from grassroots it’s 
straight from the people this isn’t a campaign Ola for congress this is Ola for 
freedom this is ola for the people it’s me and the people okay uh very good 
um could you tell us a little bit more about older the person and and in your 
your life as you did i think you had a video where you kind of reviewed who 
Ola Hawatma is could you like yeah so well the most important title that i 
have is a mother.  I’m a mother of three boys two in college and a 15 year old 
um and a philanthropist i think everything that i do from starting mommy 
makeover to my first charity makeover for a cause to becoming a fashion 
designer and deciding to run for congress all of that one thing in common 
creating a purpose making a difference in people’s lives creating influence 
influencing them with with uh letting them see the confidence that they have 
letting them see the light that shines within them because you never know 
stopping one person and giving them letting them see the confidence they 
have the difference that they can make okay all right very good i’m gonna 
start asking you a few questions here on the different issues that are 
addressing the area there in district 19. First of all um what would you do to 
enhance those uh or to improve on those programs uh as far as small 
businesses and stuff go in the economic uh community there the business i 
know we had a lot of problems doing these rides and everything else but uh 
what is your plans for the community in regard to business and the economic 
uh condition there well small businesses are closing down and New York 19 
is like a ghost it’s a ghost town from county to county there are 11 counties in 
each county it breaks my heart because businesses are closing down the 
streets are empty why we’re getting this money coming in i know delgado has 
stimulus checks for business owners and business infrastructure where is it 
going we need to bring jobs into the district um i know that i’ve spoken to 
manufacturing companies outside the country but everything made in usa 



let’s use that let’s bring manufacturing companies in upstate New York i 
would love upstate New York to be the hub for manufacturing companies i 
don’t see why you can’t um so we need to create more jobs for the people we 
can’t just have money coming in and stimulus checks and and grants for what 
there are no jobs we need jobs the people need jobs we need job placement 
programs i volunteered for a couple of charities in New York 19 and when i 
told them i want to create a job placement programs they said no we can’t do 
that you can’t change our system there’s an issue there there needs to be job 
placement programs we need to hold people accountable which people rely 
on government check month to month yeah they need to be held 
accountable because that is um we’re going to take a short break right now 
we’ll be right back with you in a moment we have a little technical difficulties 
but we’ll be right back with with you in a moment here with um the black 
conservative voice and Miss Ola Watma to every single mother every small 
business owner every farmer every cancer survivor and every woman out 
there who has ever been put down by the establishment it’s time to stand up 
on November 3rd we need you to write in Ola Hawatma on the ballot under 
New York 19th congressional make history in the New York 19th district 
with the first woman to win by a write-in don’t just vote make history on 
November 3rd 2020 write in ola you’ll never get anywhere if you don’t take 
the first step i’m Ola Hawatma i’m a fashion designer and entrepreneur i’m 
the daughter of Christian immigrants from jordan and i’m a mom of three 
boys but i face challenges along the way i’m a survivor of domestic violence 
but that led me to create charity fashion shows helping women harmed by 
abuse i beat cancer twice and now run a fashion week to benefit cancer 
survivors and find a cure sometimes it’s tempting to let yourself stop and 
become a victim but i turn those hard times into a runway to start something 
great today America faces tough problems and as an outsider with 
conservative values i’m stepping forward to fix them liberals want to stop our 
progress and send our country in the wrong direction but we’re on a runway 
to make America great and we’re not going back um we’re going to take a 
short break right now we’ll be right back with you in a moment we have a 
little technical difficulties but we’ll be right back with with you in a moment 
here with um the black conservative voice and Miss Ola Hawatma so 
welcome back you’re watching the black conservative voice here on the CTM 
news network the voice of truth and i’m your host  David Colbert now we’re 
going to move on to another question here for Miss Hawatma  hallo um i’m 
going to ask in a minute a question but before i do that i want to um read a 
little something that i um had recently i did on my program on on Thursday 



night um the catholic vote this catholic vote they call this as an organization 
catholic vote they launched a 2.7 million dollar campaign against Joe Biden 
in regards to his stance of course on life on the abortion issue and on 
education and religious liberties so i’m going to ask you right now what is 
your or your plans especially in the community there in regards to the 
abortion issues and and the abortion issues mainly and religious freedoms 
and things like that put a stop let’s put religion aside okay it’s murder it’s a 
crime it’s murder to me abortion is murder the fact that planned parenthood 
got tens of millions of dollars during covit 19 is appalling to me so what i 
plan on doing i’m a hundred percent pro-life shutting down every single 
abortion clinic and we can’t do it with fighting i would love to and i was 
working on something where i was having fertility clinics team up with 
planned parenthood and having these kids teens who want to abort there has 
to be counseling you can’t in New York they they put a stop to that i’m sorry 
if your child wants if your teen wants to abort a child that’s their that’s their 
choice pro-choice no that cannot happen there has to be counseling there has 
to be something else because i know five ten years down the road and i have 
friends of mine who were thinking of aborting and something there was 
intervention there where they changed their mind so i would love here’s your 
the fertility clinics you pay tens of thousands of dollars hundreds of 
thousands parents pay to have a child okay here’s planned parenthood where 
they have these these teenagers or these women who want to abort their 
child i would love to partner up if not destroy planned parenthood because 
it’s appalling what they get away with and i’m against it i’m against pro-choice 
i’m a hundred percent pro-life and if you don’t like it tough luck okay well 
thank you ola um now moving on uh i want to ask you another question here 
this is a question that’s dear and dear to your Americans hearts and that is 
the issue of uh defending our second amendment rights we need to defend 
those rights because of course they have the right to bear to bear arms and to 
defend our homes and our businesses from violence and all these other 
things are even going on right now in our country so what what is your 
stance on defending the second amendment rights the second amendment 
binds all the other amendments we cannot get rid of the second amendment 
and because that’s what they’re trying to do the left yes but slowly by creating 
regulations just like Covid 19 Pelosi created regulations on the second 
amendment which had nothing to do with Covid 19. a i’d like to remove the 
safe act and remove regulations on the second amendment it is not put there 
to hurt us it’s put there to protect us all right all right and i understand 
exactly what you’re talking about um well you know the second amendment 



rights of course our president is behind the NRA and and other 
organizations um the um law and order they’re calling the law and order 
president uh we just have a lot of negativity in the country right now because 
of the uh false information being placed out there against even our president 
and our government um what do you think of uh this issue that came up 
recently this is something this is a little off subject but uh this thing about the 
nobel peace prize with president trump and him accomplishing so much 
with the mainstream media is ignoring it like nothing’s happening what do 
you think about that issue that’s going on in the uh media today it’s a shame 
president trump can come up with a cure for cancer and they’d blow him up 
and say he created it he can do no right everything that he does is wrong in 
their eyes i praise the president and i love what he’s doing especially recently 
he’s accomplished so much i think he’s one of the greatest presidents we’ve 
had him and Reagan my two favorite and no one seems to see that and media 
just highlights um negative things which they kind of expand on or they fake 
news fake news is out there 24 7 about our president how come that is so as 
an as a child of my parents came as immigrants i know for a fact i know 
people who have parents that come from another country if they were to put 
down their president their king their leader they would be in jail yes but they 
come here you let you look at ilham omar she comes here Somalia and she 
trashes our president with no consequences yes well on that note we’re going 
to take a short break here you’re watching the black conservative voice with  
David Colbert and we are interviewing uh future congresswoman uh ola 
hamada dr melinda morris supports a strong economy safe neighborhoods 
limited property taxes and promotes an improved education system Dr 
Belinda Morris wants to improve access and insurance coverage for medical 
care Dr Morris is pro-life and will support right-to-life legislation in Austin 
Dr Morris will remain true to her values when she is elected to office she is 
going to Austin to promote life prosperity and personal freedom for the 
constituents of senate district 13. [Music] if you elect me your taxes are going 
to be raised not cut what does that mean for you more taxes taken out of 
your paycheck higher gas prices at the pump and utility bills at home 
skyrocketing medical bills you’ll compete with illegal immigrants to keep 
your job an economy in ruins president trump is bringing jobs back historic 
gains 10.6 million new jobs in four months president trump fixed our 
economy before he’s doing it again i’m Donald J Trump and i approve this 
message to every single mother every small business owner every farmer 
every cancer survivor and every woman out there who has ever been put 
down by the establishment it’s time to stand up on November 3rd we need 



you to write an Ola Hawatma on the ballot under New York 19th 
congressional make history in the New York 19th district with the first 
woman to win by a write-in don’t just vote make history on November 3rd 
2020. write in Ola Hawatma uh welcome back you’re watching a black 
conservative voice here on the CTM news network the voice of truth i’m 
your host  David Colbert we’re going to talk a little bit about uh education 
what do you suggest it needs to be changed in regard to our children’s 
education in your district and what needs to happen in the 19th 
congressional district there in New York to uh improve on the educational 
opportunities there well we definitely need a better curriculum in the school 
schools need to open up a a better curriculum better teachers we have 
district 18 a-rated school district and our school district New York 19 is not 
good at all i mean i feel bad for my nieces and nephews who go to school um 
so we definitely need a better curriculum we need schools to open up i know 
a lot of parents and a lot of friends and neighbors they don’t mind 
homeschooling they’re taking off work they’re living on unemployment life is 
grim no it’s not life needs to open back up schools need to open up we need a 
better curriculum for for our kids we need counseling we need better 
counselors we need better teachers um because this is the future our children 
are the future of this country yeah all right amen to that well um i have a 
couple more questions here i want to run by you um it says here healthcare 
you this is some information i got from your website ten years ago we were 
told by the Democrats the Obamacare would fix our health system our 
health care system and yet here we are in 2020 with many of the same 
problems Democrats now argue that we need to go even further towards a 
government takeover and this is something that we just cannot afford so you 
want to tell us a little bit about your health care and also about um i know 
you had some uh experiences in your life where you share with yeah pre-
existing conditions if you also want to share about that and let the people 
know where you came from and where your strengths are absolutely now 
Obamacare promised us he would save us money he had four plans and the 
gold the bronze none of them in fact what happened was we paid more than 
double on our premiums yes a lot of doctors they had to shut down their 
businesses because of Obamacare Obamacare hurt us it did not help us so 
now to get back on our feet i mean i have pre-existing health conditions i’ve 
had cancer twice what’s the answer Medicare for all is not the answer that’s 
the answer if you want this country to go bankrupt no Medicare for all 
everyone has to pay something we can’t just give away health care but there 
has to be affordable health care the marketplace needs to be reopened as it 



was before Mbamacare you need more choices custom-made uh choices for 
health care i mean so i’m i don’t know why my father on his health plan he 
has free mammogram screening line he doesn’t need it so the marketplace 
definitely needs to open up we need more choices we need affordable health 
care not free health care but affordable and that’s where i stand with with 
health care this is someone with pre-existing health conditions yes i 
understand and as you i have some pre-existing health conditions myself um 
the issues are very important matter of fact they’re very important to me here 
in my location which is in Texas usa and um it’s really a big thing i mean 
even president trump he had uh attempted to come out with the with his 
plan his health plan his health plan is a lot better than the other health plan 
but still we need some better rates on our premiums they’re very the 
deductibles are still very high and they’re and it’s really hard especially when 
uh a lot of us here in America are out of work or you saw businesses close 
down i had another business myself that i was operating and that business 
went out of business so as you can guess my income went down so um now 
i’m here and i started my program here so this is a whole nother uh another 
direction for me as far as my career and everything else now um this um 
issue that we’re having right now with this um uh what do you call it um 
radical socialism movement Antifa and BLM these things that are just i mean 
i’m very passionate about this stuff but i don’t know if you’ve heard or not but 
i’m sure you have about mayor De Blasio uh speaking of closing down parts 
of New York um seven days at a time furloughing its employees even starting 
with his own selfie says and the 494 or more people in his office so um you 
are right there in New York so what do you think about that and also you can 
uh give us a little information on what you see there in New York because i 
know y’all still have a lot of things going on there in your streets as well with 
the with the foolishness that’s going on with BLM and Antifa so i’m going to 
let you let you speak go ahead and go and tell us about what you think 
because you’re right there in the thick of it our mayor and our governor uh 
De Blasio and Cuomo they are i feel trying to bankrupt New York that is 
what they’re trying to do defunding the police officers having criminals out 
in the street bail reform and especially recently now they want to close down 
now what they’re doing everything that they’re doing is to hurt New Yorkers 
and to hurt New York they are not doing anything to help our state i would 
love to see both of them replaced and gone um if god gave me the the power 
and and the strength i probably i would take them both on i mean or i’d 
request others to to replace them because there isn’t one person that i talk to 
even if they defend they say we have a great mayor how is he so great look at 



what he’s doing the past after coven 19 and after all these protesting he’s not 
doing anything in fact New York city in the streets it’s scary it’s scary to get 
out there and his solution is to shut down no that’s not a solution that’s just 
covering up the problem yes i know exactly dealing with it later when it’s 
grow yeah yeah i know what you’re saying now the the thing with uh New 
York to me it was scary before and now if you got the violence in the street 
it’s even scarier to me but when i came there i got i came in on a bus one time 
from new jersey and back in the 70s and i got stuck there in the city i couldn’t 
even get out i was walking the streets of manhattan for a good while because 
i went up to watch the ball drop over there so that was scary even back then i 
was like 30 years ago almost or 40 years ago maybe wow yeah well now now 
think about it we have no we have no officers i mean the nypd what do they 
get paid 48 000 a year and they’re like the best trained officers and now they 
defund them yet everyone’s you’re you’re allowed to destruct and spray paint 
you should see saint patrick’s center and everything else and stores are being 
broken into thieves and it’s okay to see our city go down the way it’s going 
down it’s not okay we need to stand up no it’s not okay it’s not okay in New 
York and it’s not okay in oklahoma or anywhere else in the nation but the 
thing is is i understand i i study what’s going on in the country uh the 
politicians and all the thing the democrat party for the longest time is only 
concerned about their pocketbooks they could care less about the american 
people yeah they only want to they want they only want things they’re going 
to benefit their party their pocketbooks you got one of the richest women in 
this country standing at the head of the house of representatives trying to 
keep the american people from getting just a little few stimulus dollars to 
help them to in their recovery this is pure what did she do i i totally yeah we 
know we saw you during phobia 19. i totally agree with you yeah she she has 
really pretty much done nothing uh they wasted a lot of time back at the end 
of last year which is impeachment stuff i was so tired i was so tired of 
reporting on that garbage because it was all false and they’re still doing the 
same thing now what they need to do is get their behinds up and do it do 
their job i appreciate recently uh 25 democrats uh gathered together to join 
with the Republicans to create a bill a 1.5 trillion dollar bill that would help 
the people to get their stimulus funds and also help in other areas i’m going 
to go ahead and say this one thing and i’m going to allow you to close out um 
but the thing is is that i feel like this whole thing that Nancy Pelosi is trying 
to do and i know you agree with me she’s just trying to give money to the 
cities who allow their cities to be destroyed and torn apart during these last 
few months she is trying to re-shore those cities up and if we don’t give her 



the money for that she’s not going to give the money to the people what 
foolishness what about the people in the democratic cities what about the 
people in the democratic cities makes no sense whatsoever so i’m going to 
agree with you yes i’m going to ask you one more question and uh this is 
probably not a difficult question but i’m sure you probably thought of it but 
i’m going to ask you this one last question i have to ask it anyway what what 
have a helton sign what makes you believe that you’re better for the 19th 
district than to say Mr Delgado what is it that you’re going to bring to 
congress that will make a difference in this country in the coming years i’m 
going to bring something that doesn’t exist in congress i’m going to bring 
compassion compassion does not exist in in congress my agenda isn’t power 
is entitled my agenda is to serve the people as a god-fearing woman as a 
Christian as a conservative that is my duty i feel you know god put me on 
this earth and i’m just um i’m doing his work um so that is what i would do 
differently it’s not about power it’s not about money you look at as you said 
Pelosi and everything there’s so it’s greed and selfishness and all they care 
about is the vote and once they have that vote all they care about is getting 
re-elected yes well um i want to thank you Ola for joining us here today um i 
want to say to the people of New York get out and vote in November and 
vote now Ola Hawatma she will stand up for the people she will stand up for 
our god and she will continue to represent you there in the district she’s 
represented in different areas she’s helped the women there establish 
themselves and she i’m sure she’s going to be doing great things in the future 
so vote for her yes the right and ola so right h-a-w-a-t-m-e-h you will see my 
signs everywhere and you will see the people people in the district this is a 
campaign for the people it’s not for me it’s not for you it’s for the people and 
and their future yes we’re very good and also if you want to tell them where 
the webs where your website is you could go they can go look at look on 
there also as well ola for congress Ola for congress.com very good once again 
i want to thank you for joining me here Ola Hawatma it’s been a pleasure 
meeting with you and you have a great rest of the evening god bless you as 
well god bless you to every single mother every small business owner every 
farmer every cancer survivor and every woman out there who has ever been 
put down by the establishment it’s time to stand up on November 3rd we 
need you to write in Ola Hawatma on the ballot under New York 19th 
congressional make history in the New York 19th district with the first 
woman to win by a write-in don’t just vote make history on november 3rd 
2020. write in Ola Hawatma good evening welcome back to the black 
conservative voice with  David Colbert here on theCTM news network i 



want to thank miss Ola Hawatma for joining us here and spending some 
time with us uh tell us a little bit about um New York uh congressional 
district 19 her race there uh i will make this statement she um has expressed 
to me she is a writing candidate so if you’re in that area uh you’ll see her size 
of everywhere write her in as a candidate for district 19. she really has good 
ideas and good good things with that district um and uh we’ll go into that 
story later on now how um uh things didn’t go quite right in the way that 
they were um regulating the voting there uh something dealing with 
absentee voting of course we know that’s one of the issues they’ll be trying to 
use in November also to cause problems in the race for president and for the 
remainder of the congress okay De Blasio says New York could see more 
layoffs without financial assistance from Washington why do you want 
financial assistance for Washington when he wanted to help you to stop the 
um violence and all these things are going on you will call it a peaceful 
protest now you’re saying that you need president trump and his 
administration to give you financial assistance why New York city mayor Bill 
De Blasio announced Wednesday that the city will be forced to lay off some 
city employees if it did not receive financial assistance and federal 
government said uh setting off a fire storm criticism yes of course New York 
if the federal government does not come to rescue with financial assistance 
New York city mayor Bill De Blasio says that the city may be forced to lay out 
city employees like police officers fire firefighters and health care workers 
now see this is the thing that i told y’all about earlier that was their objective 
anyway they were trying to destroy the city they were trying to bring the city 
down they knew that these the situation that they were preventing from 
being curtailed like the violence in the street and destruction of property and 
businesses there was going to cause a problem in New York yet now they 
have their speaker of the house Nancy Pelosi trying to push for extra money 
or trillion dollars to New York and a trillion dollars to California that’s really 
what it’s all about people now they want us to bail them out this is the 
taxpayer money we’re talking about they want us to bail them out for their 
mismanagement of their cities in their states they found 58 billion dollars he 
says effortlessly for the airline industry why are they not helping American 
cities and states get back on their feet De Blasio said yeah why are they not 
helping a democrat run cities in a democrat-run state it’s because the 
democrat would not allow them to come in and cause these issues to stop in 
their cities and in their states in different cities in the states they kept letting 
it go on and on and on at least Wisconsin has some sense of calling the 
president to bring in the national guard Portland is still objecting to those 



those terms so don’t ask us for anything in the republican party if you don’t 
want to manage your cities yourself the mayor’s announcement ignited a 
firestorm of criticism from various unions in the city of course representing 
various groups of city employees he’s talking about getting rid of first 
responders first responders are not political pawns the firefighters are not 
political pawns we are the people who protect this city said Gerald Fitzgerald 
of the uniform fire firefighters association our entire social fabric is under 
tremendous strain and police officers already stretched thin trying to 
maintain order said the PBA president Patrick Lynch if we cut cops there will 
be chaos instead of recovery critiques of De Blasio said that he cannot get the 
city the money it so desperately needs by threatening to lay off the first 
responders but by having constructive talks with the president in congress 
the mayor also cautioned that the city is a long way from being able to end 
restrictions intended to contain the coronal virus um whatever it is that 
they’re doing because they’re shutting cities down while cities all over the 
nation open up but in a democrat-controlled cities the states are still trying 
to keep everything locked down and he said the rest of the country should 
not be reopened too quickly either thank god things are getting better in 
New York city but we still have the long way to go you got a long way to go 
but it has nothing to do with the pandemic that went on it has more to do 
with your former government and how you’re running our country through 
the states well we’re going to take a quick break right now we will be right 
back with you in a moment here on a black conservative voice with  David 
Colbert Dr Melinda Morris supports a strong economy safe neighborhoods 
limited property taxes and promotes an improved education system Dr 
Melinda Morris wants to improve access and insurance coverage for medical 
care Dr Morris is pro-life and will support right-to-life legislation in Austin 
Dr Morris will remain true to her values when she is elected to office she is 
going to Austin to promote life prosperity and personal freedom for the 
constituents of senate district 13. [Music] welcome back you’re watching the 
black conservative voice with  David Colbert here on the CTM news network 
the voice of truth republican Mccarthy or representative Mccarthy said this 
what is Pelosi what is what has Pelosi done democrat majority solved what 
have they done what have they solved in the house they saw nothing they 
should be embarrassed of how much they have embraced the socialist this 
was a report by Fox News the republican party has retaken the house of 
representatives is not a far-off fantasy representative Kevin Mccarthy or 
republic of California told the lord Ingham hosts our lord um the Ingram 
angel host Laura Ingram under house speaker Nancy Pelosi not many 



problems have been solved Mccarthy argued and democratic representation 
is dwindling you know there was something else that went on and we 
skipped over there a lot of times we go over news and we don’t repeat things 
things that we need to be focused on you know they’re always talking about 
all these things about recovery they turn down a bill that representative scott 
put up with some other people trying to uh put out a bill to help to govern 
uh how the police uh unit and everything operates the police departments 
yet they rejected that bill in the house they’re not they don’t want any 
solutions other than the fact if you give me trillions of dollars and we’ll try to 
do something to keep money in our pocket pretty much that’s it because they 
don’t care about the American people they rather keep you broke and rather 
destroy your life and he goes to say do you know that there are fewer 
democrats in the house says Nancy Pelosi held the gamble he asked we won 
every special election we played in and that was in democrats seats that 
democrats won by more than nine points and it happened to be in california 
yeah it was california this is uh nash pelosi all these democrats and they’re 
hurting our country the real question is what are the results of the democrats 
he continued they should be embarrassed of how much they have embraced 
socialists name me one problem this democrat majority has solved there isn’t 
one the only one that came close to solving is when they gave the american 
stimulus when they agreed with the republican party but ever since then all 
it’s been is partisan legislation put up by Nancy Pelosi not even her own cons 
our own people and not definitely not her constituents she’s not even 
listening to them and what they need they got a bunch of people on the street 
uh defecating on the streets doing things that is disgusting on the streets of 
san francisco yesterday we watched the world peace happen for the middle 
eastern steps inside the white house he said you know what Nancy Pelosi did 
she turned down the invitation and she held votes in the floor of the house 
trying to make members not go there what kind of foolishness is this if you 
know you look at old CNN and they’re sorry so they didn’t even put it up the 
only thing they put up there on the screen when they were doing the uh the 
uh the peace signing agreements uh peace agreement signing they put them 
there the people were not social decency give me a freaking break did were 
the people the writers that were the right to social discipline were they they 
had mascot but a lot of times they didn’t have anything on did you say 
anything about that of course we all know it’s a big fat no you didn’t say 
anything according to political report mccarthy is being pressed to oust 
pelosi from her seat but the but uh he told ingram uh that he doesn’t think 
it’s the best tactic prior to the election i think the best move is to win 218 



seats and that defeats Nancy Pelosi he said but you know what else defeats 
jerry nadler maxine water adam schiff and the others that is our best play 
right now in other words people we need to get these do nothing democrats 
out of office now if you want to advertise your business or your your um 
campaign we have advertising spots here during this program here on the 
ctm news network the black uh black conservative voice you can advertise 
here and uh our rates are very very low and you can get in here and before 
the election especially you can get quite a few spots we have several 
politicians that are coming on and they’re getting quite a few spots and it’s 
going to put them out there we are seeing at least 37 states of course the 
union so we’re going to take a quick break right now and we’ll be right back 
at you in a moment here on the ctm news network the black conservative 
voice commander in chief it’s more than just a job since taking office 
president donald trump has rebuilt our military repaired a broken va and 
eliminated soleimani al-baghdadi isis the world’s deadliest terrorists brought 
to justice today america is safer and stronger than ever because to president 
trump it’s more than just a job it’s a sworn duty to keep america safe i’m 
donald j trump and i approve this message welcome back you’re watching a 
black conservative voice here on the ctm news network the voice of truth i’m 
your host  David Colbert fbi director ray says antifa is real fbi has cases 
against people identifying with the movement it is not fiction race says of 
course we know that jerry natalis says who is that do they exist yeah he’s 
asleep and so is nasa pelosi all she thinks about is herself and all the millions 
she have people don’t vote for Nancy Pelosi don’t vote for entities do nothing 
democrats all they’re doing is lying in their pockets that woman is extremely 
wealthy yes she is denying the american people a small stimulus twelve 
hundred dollars per person she’s concerned about rebuilding cities that there 
do nothing democrats allowed to be destroyed by antifa and blm and they’ve 
been in the news quite a bit and i’m sure they like that that they’re in the 
news even if they go down we’ll see their ugly heads in the next coming 
election in four years as well because it is a marxist organization they’ve 
admittedly said it and there are local terrorists there are there are 
homegrown terrorists here and we need to treat them as such and i’m with 
the president he says when he gets back into office he’s going to declare it 
insurrection and he’s going to clean up the streets so if you want your streets 
cleaned up in your city re-elect president trump he will make an order for 
insurrection and just go in and take it all out and get it all done maybe in one 
day in a week and i guarantee once he hits the first city they will all be getting 
out of there because they are getting serious times for these behaviors fbi 



director chris wray made clear that antifa is not a made-up right-wing 
conspiracy theory and that the fbi has cases involving those connected to it 
appearing at a house homeland security committee hearing thursday ray 
explained that while antifa is not an organization in traditional sense it is a 
movement and there have been suspects who have claimed to be part of it 
and keep was a real um real thing is really any fascism it’s not a group or an 
organization it is a movement or an ideology maybe one of the ways of 
thinking of it ray said and we have quite a number and i’ve said this quite 
consistently since my first time appearing before this committee we haven’t 
any number of property predicated investigations into what we would 
describe as a violent and anarchist extremist and some of those individuals 
self-identify with antifa ray’s words were in a response to representative 
debbie lesko republican from arizona who claimed prominent democrats 
have called antibo a fantasy in july representative jerry nadler we all heard 
that one democrat from New York had dismissed the idea of tmt for violence 
in portland as a myth that’s being spread on the washington dc give me a 
break jerry nelly you’re a myth you’re a myth i i i ask asked y’all to look at his 
early tapes how he was he’s gone way off on the left somewhere later in the 
hearing representative donald payne democrat from new jersey asked the 
clarification about the nature of antifa and ray explained further antifa is a 
real thing it is not a fiction uh reiterated but it is it is not an organization or 
structure he again described it as more of a movement but again noted that 
there have been those who self-identify as being a part of that group they say 
i am antifa ray stated republicans on the house judiciary committee on 
tuesday sent to send a letter to nadler the committee chair criticizing him for 
launching fruitless put partisan fruitless partisan investigations into 
president trump while ignoring the threat of antifa yes uh you you’re the 
democrat sister we’re doing things people oh no the american people don’t 
need any help they’re okay through the corona buyers yeah the cities are 
destroying their businesses they’re burning them down but they’re peaceful 
protesters they’re not trying to hurt anybody this is expressing that their 
insurrectionism and they need to be punished to the full extent of the law if i 
was if i was the president’s country president trump is a very very nice man 
because i would have sent the military in regardless of what they said they 
tried him under a false impeachment hey what the heck if he’s asked the 
center man they’re still going to complain they’re still going to say that he did 
something that was wrong so if you don’t if you do and you don’t if you don’t 
i want you the other word the letter called on nana to denounce the left-wing 
violent extremist and convene a hearing to investigate the unrest engulfing a 



number of cities across the country while nadler and his other democratic 
cronies have remained relatively quiet on antifa the party’s presidential 
nominee joe biden has condemned the movement give me a break he hasn’t 
really said anything about antifa if you go on the internet look what type in 
antifa.com and under uh uh antiva.com and it goes directly to joe biden 
fundraiser what is that you go to blm and try to make a donation it goes to ag 
blue which is part of democratic party what amazes me is they’re not 
changing these things they’re not trying to cover it up if you go check right 
now you’ll see it’s still there i don’t know if those organizations prevented 
now blm i checked with them they’ve changed their general website but if 
you want to donate you still gotta donate to act blue so you’re not you don’t 
know about the unwrestled city uh cities on democrat party you don’t know 
nothing about antifa uh uh joe biden who has not mentioned the word antifa 
in his rejection of violence at all he hasn’t said it show me a tape where he 
said antifa he has it he just says i’m against all violence give me a freaking 
break speaking to local news station in pennsylvania last week bonnie said 
he’s against all violence that guy said i’ve condemned it across the board he 
says bond told participated wgal news 8 in an interview monday referring to 
violence during the protest let me tell you something one of the reasons i 
supported ronald reagan when he was uh voted and also president donald 
trump when he was elected i didn’t really vote for him even in 2016. at the 
time i was in the middle of moving so i uh my my districts changed i was 
unable to vote by the time the elections happened but if i had seen this 
platform but he stood on i would have voted for him even back then but let 
me tell you what i like about our president he’s got guts who wants a win for 
president like jimmy carter was who wants to win for president i want 
somebody with some guts somebody to stand up protect this country you’ve 
got to have a big man a man that’s strong enough to have it have a will and to 
stand by his his his uh his his police policies if you have a weakling in the 
white house as pretty much i think president obama was a weekly he was a 
very weak president he is he’s like he didn’t care and i think a lot of it dealt 
with the fact that he was part of the socialist movement as well so he he hated 
capitalism he is one who taught constitutional law and he didn’t believe it at 
all he stood there and put his hand on the bible and swore allegiance to the 
constitution of the united states of america then tried his best to tear it down 
the whole time he was in office for all those eight years i’m telling you people 
you better vote republican in november so we’re gonna have a big mess in 
this country and even if we do do it we better hope for president trump to 
sign the military troops go into the city and clear up the insurrection because 



that is really what’s gonna happen people a revolution is coming and tifa has 
already promised that they’re going to go out they’re already doing it in some 
cities we need a president that has guts that’s going to stand up against this 
communist movement communist yes you heard me say it right communist 
movement antivirus communist so is blm i’m not talking about the peaceful 
protesters there are people in that organization who claim that they love 
black lives no they don’t there’s so many black children that have been killed 
and these these riots and black people have killed these wives you hear 
anything about them or yet about george floyd uh felons people who 
committed serious crimes felonies even the same with jacob blake rapist 
sexual assault and they praising him like he’s some great uh king or 
something like that you know we need to stop this foolishness in america we 
need to stop glorifying criminals you know the description of bibles that said 
that there will be people in the end times would look at people and say oh 
this is okay and just let it pass well let me tell you something democrat party 
the lord spoke of you in revelation and let me tell you this fact he also said 
you will not get away from it you will not get away with it he is watching 
more so than any other politician or any other party god is watching he 
knows what’s going on and your day is going to come there’s a scripture that 
also says that the lord last is the wicked because he knows that their day is 
coming well i thank you for joining me here on a black conservative voice my 
name is    David Colbert and i hope you come back and join with me on 
monday as we have our next next episode of the black conservative voice 
with  David Colbert see you then and from ctm news i want to say god bless 
you god bless america and god bless the world and good night you Chat 
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